
Please do nothing about this until 
you, are again at Accurate, and then 
please buy nothing, as I'll explain, 
in part with a number I'll add when 
I can. From time to time there are 
TV talk shows that might have inter-
est or value for you. On is upcom- 

CsJ 
eelng, a local,appearance by Haldeman rn 
--the treason,pusher. I could make an 
'''adequate tape with the mike save tha.  

the TV in on open area between the 
eekitchen and the part of the living 
Le 
room intended as a dining area. So, 
it backs up on the washer-dryer 
combo that Lil can use now only week 
ends and that noise would make the 
tape incomprehensible, as it may 
just viewing and listening. I have a 
an old TV I'm installing on our Jal-
ousied porch, which is inadequately 
heated most of the bad season. In 
time I'll do something about it. I 
long ago had an output plug instal 
led for direct taping. Meanwhile, 
I have and do use a Zenith, the 
serial of which I can't get until 
Lil moves the blouses she has hang-
ing there. Strange but practical 
devise invented by the previous 
owner which permits turning the TO" 
so it can be viewed in the kitchen, 
as we never do. Now, I do have at 
least one Concord cord for clipping 
to speaker terminals, I an sure. 
The'question is: will it work on 
the Sok: are are there inappropriate 
attenuators, etc., built in? It 
came with eeCoeord 330. If it will 
work, not only for you, can make 
direct tapes which are clearer. I 
guess. And with my VOM back, I 
could make two sinultaneuely, one 
a better one. Tnen there would be 
this question: with the Zenith havii 
an enclosed back and the speaker, I 
am sure a small one, on the front, 
would I have to take it to a 
repairman to have the clips of the 
cord attached? If I do, the I 
suppose when I can Jgx do it, it 
would be netter to wire in a female 
grak plug. 
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TDK have sensor? 

tte cassettes? 


